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people of the same name may not marry5 even if they are
not related.
'Some of the Dene coiled globular baskets are almost
identical with a Chinese style/ and *we find baskets in
some of the Pacific islands which can scarcely be dis-
tinguished from cane baskets of the New World5 if we
consider the designs only' (Wissler, Man and Culture,
pp. 525 79. The Dene Indians live in British Columbia).
In the Andes the llama was kept as a pack animal, and for
its wool and meat; the alpaca was kept for its wool. Neither
animal was ever milked. 'The Indians as a whole seem to
be as deeply prejudiced against milk as the Chinese* (Wissler,
op. cit.5 p. 36). The pigtail was formerly widespread in
Eastern Asia, and also in Peru3 Ecuador, and Bolivia (R.
Enoch, The Secret of the Pacific^ p. 234).
The featherwork of Mexico and Peru has a 'striking
parallel5 in Hawaii (Wissler, op. cit.3 p. 60).
The most common type of comb in South America is
the composite comb, which is made of hard and slender
strips of wood or bamboo lashed together. Often the sticks
are inserted between two cross-pieces and form a double
comb. . . . Similar combs are typical of both Melanesia
and Polynesia5 (K. Birket-Smith, in Ethnos> 1937, p. 33).
Tie-dyeing is a process of producing stripes or spots cm
cloth by tying pieces of string round rolls or pincbed up
pieces of the cloth, and then dipping it in dye. Pieces of
doth treated in this way are found in the ancient comedies
of Peru, but nowhere else in pre-Columbian Ai&emu la
the Old World the art has a pretty wide
according to Dkon (The BmMmg ®f CMtew>
known to have originated in Southern Asia. •,
reached Europe, and was introduced bf the
Mexico.  The probability is tin£

